Around the World/Travel
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**Picture Books**

*All the World* by Elizabeth Garton Scanlon

*Archie’s Vacation* by Domenica More Gordon

Archie the dog is a sartorial wonder, making the most dashing clothes for his delighted clients. And he’s ready for some well-deserved time off. But, alas!, he worries—what will happen if it rains on his trip? What if he gets sick? It’s that age-old worry of dogs everywhere—what should I pack? Archie is a mess trying to pack just about everything he may need. The pull of this nearly wordless book is that it allows the reader to wonder what they would bring on a trip with Archie—until a double-spread ends the conundrum...with a bang! Young readers will love helping Archie prepare for his vacation.

*Arthur’s Family Vacation* by Marc Brown

*The Bag I’m Taking to Grandma’s* by Shirley Neitzel

*Because You Are My Teacher* by Sherry North

*Bee & Bird* by Craig Frazier

*The Big Trip* by Valeri Gorbachev

*Bunnies on the Go: Getting from Place to Place* by Rick Walton

*Carl’s Summer Vacation* by Alexandra Day

*Clifford Takes a Trip* by Norman Bridwell

*Cows Going Past* by Bruce Balan

*Everything Goes in the Air* by Bryan Biggs

*How to Make an Apple Pie and See the World* by Marjorie Priceman

*Hush, Baby, Hush: Lullabies from Around the World* by Kathy Henderson

*It’s Vacation Time* by Lerryn Korda

*LaRue Across America: Postcards from the Vacation* by Mark Teague

*Maisy Goes on Vacation* by Lucy Cousins

*Mirror* by Jeannie Baker

*Miss Mouse Takes Off* by Jan Ormerod

*My Sister’s Rusty Bike* by Jim Aylesworth
**Penguin on Vacation** by Salina Yoon

The world’s most charming cartoon penguin is tired of snow—and ready to take a vacation to warmer climes. Of course, the beach beckons! As penguin tries to acclimate, he discovers it’s very hard to ski, sled or skate on sand. After all, there’s snow place like home. But he soon meets Crab, who becomes his friend and teaches him the joys of being on vacation. Stay tuned for the ending when the two reunite post vacation.

**Chapter Books**

Alice-Miranda on Vacation by Jacqueline Harvey
Amelia’s Are-We-There-Yet Longest Car Trip Ever by Marissa Moss
Around the World in 80 Days by Jules Verne
Calvin Coconut: Man Trip by Graham Salisbury
Clementine and the Spring Trip by Sara Pennypacker
Ellie McDoodle: Have Pen, will Travel by Ruth McNally Barshaw
Extra Credit by Andrew Clements
Flat Stanley’s Worldwide Adventures (series) by Jeff Brown
Geronimo Stilton (series)
Molly Moon’s Hypnotic Time Travel Adventure by Georgia Byng
Road Trip by Jim Paulsen
Sailing the Unknown: Around the World with Captain Cook by Michael Rosen
Thirty-Nine Clues (series)
**Children’s Non-Fiction**

**At the Same Moment: Around the World** by Clotilde Perrin

**The Camping Trip that Changed America: Theodore Roosevelt, John Muir and Our National Parks** by Barb Rosenstock

**Can you Greet the Whole Wide World?** by Lezlie Evans

**Fun on the Run: Travel Games and Songs** by Joanna Cole

---

**Locomotive** by Brian Floca

This 2014 Caldecott Award and Sibert Honor winner truly makes Westward expansion come to vivid life—as it relays in bold, oversized format the creation of the Transcontinental Railroad. But more than just extraordinarily atmospheric muted pictures of steam-belching machines, the impeccably researched book is the tale of a family heading West in 1869—their travels and trials and the brilliant sights and sounds. The sounds come to life with oversized words in powerful, well-chosen fonts, and the fine prose aptly illustrates the tale it tells. A presentation as powerful as the locomotive itself.

---

**My First Trip on an Airplane** by Victoria Parker

**National Geographic Kids Beginner World Atlas**

**Orani: My Father’s Village** by Claire Nivola

**Wish You Were Here (and I Wasn’t): A Book of Poems and Pictures for Globe Trotters** by Colin McNaughton

**Yum! Yuck! A Fold-out Book of People Sounds** by Linda Sue Park

---

**Parent/Teacher Collection**

**Carschooling: Over 350 Entertaining Games and Activities to Turn Travel Time into Learning Time** by Diane Flynn Keith

Turn those lengthy car rides into a fun, yet fulfilling, experience; this book encompasses everything from languages and science to math and geography, all in an accessible and user friendly format. These 350 activities go beyond the “red car, blue car” game to incorporate smarter time passers. Shakespeare on wheels, anyone? Give this helpful guide a try on your next cross-country (or even cross-state) trip.

**Parenting without Borders** by Christine Gross-Loh

**Travel the Globe: Multicultural Story Times** by Desiree Weber